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1
Introduction
This document provides new Replicator users with the opportunity to evaluate Replicator within their
own SharePoint environment. It will lead users through a variety of common replication scenarios
from simple replication, the manual restriction of replication through rules, and the setup of multifarm environments.
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2
Prerequisites
In order to perform the evaluation scenarios for Replicator, outlined in this document, you must first
install and configure replication between two web applications See the Metalogix Replicator Quick
Start Guide for instructions about the installation and configuration of Replicator. It is available in
the distribution zip file provided with the download of Replicator or on the Quest website:
https://support.quest.com/Metalogix-Replicator/7.4/download-new-releases 5
The scenarios in this document require you to prepare your environment as follows:
· Set up replication between two farms or web applications.
· Both of your farms, or web applications, must have common lists and libraries at their respective

root sites.

3
Changing Content
This scenario demonstrates that a change to the content on one web application is replicated to the
other web application. This assumes that you have libraries with the same name on both web
applications so that Replicator will be able to find the same library on the target that is used on the
source. If a matching library does not exist on the target, you can perform the Command-line
Queuing 23 scenario to synchronize your library before performing this scenario.
1. In a browser, open the source web application.
2. Upload a Word document to a library on your source web application.

Confirmation
1. In a browser, open the target web application. Check the corresponding library on your target
web application as the one that you altered on the source and confirm that the document you
uploaded to the source has been replicated over to the target. Replication may take a moment to
complete, if this is the case, refresh the page until you see the replicated item on the target.
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In this scenario you:

?Added content to one web application in the form of a new document, uploaded it into a
library, and had it replicate over to the other web application.
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Monitoring Replication Events
This scenario demonstrates how to monitor the progress of replication and to see the contents of a
replication package.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Open Central Administration for the source web application in a browser window.
Click Application Management.
Under Metalogix Replicator, click Monitor Replicator and then select the Packages tab.
In a web browser, open one of your web applications.
Make a change by either uploading a document or changing the title of an existing document.

Confirmation
1. On the Monitor Replicator page, under the Packages tab, click Refresh. An entry for the package
will be shown. Click Refresh until the Global Status of the package is "Completed". This means
that replication to the target is complete.
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2. Click on the Map Name to see the specific events that are included in the package.

Confirm that the package details show a ListItemAdd or ListItemUpdate event for the document that
was uploaded or modified above.
In this scenario you:

?Monitored the progress of replication using the Replication Monitor page.
?Viewed the contents of a package using the Replication Package Details page.

For more information about monitoring replication from this page, see the Metalogix Replicator
Reference Guide.
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5
Replicating a Web Part (Look and Feel)
This scenario demonstrates the abilities of Replicator to replicate look and feel changes to your
SharePoint environment. It will do so by adding a list web part:
1. In a web browser, open the source web application.
2. Edit a page and add a list view web part for a list on the site.
3. Save changes.

Confirmation
The result of this test is that Replicator has replicated the addition of the list view web part from the
source to the target web application.
1. View packages in Replication Monitor under the Package tab to confirm replication is completed.

2. In a web browser, open the target web application. The change that was made on the source web
application will appear on the target web application.
In this scenario you:

?Added a list view web part for a list on a site, which was replicated from the soruce web
application to the target web application.
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Setting Up Replication Rules
This scenario demonstrates the creation of rules to limit what is replicated. This rule will allow
replication to skip when the list item has not been "Approved" and will replicate once the Approval
Status has been changed to "Approved". This scenario requires the use of a document library where
Content Approval has been enabled in the Versioning Settings.
1. Go to Application Management in Central Administration.
2. Select Manage Map Families under Metalogix Replicator.
3. Select View Maps, to the right of the map on which you wish to set up the rule.

4. Select the (...) button next to the web application map, and then select Manage Replication
Rules. This will take you to the Manage Replication Rules page.

5. On the Manage Replication Rules page, select the Add Rule button. This will open the Configure
Replication Rule page.

6. Begin rule configuration by giving your rule a name, and description.
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7. Select List Item Column as the rule condition. Click Next.

8. Select Skip Event as the rule action. Then select Next.

9. Enter "Approval Status" as the list item column name, and the test condition as "is not equal to"
"Approved", stating that the rule should be processed if the item's approval status is not equal to
Approved. Select Next.

10.Keep the default setup for the next screen, simply select Next.
11.Click Finish on the summary page to finalize the creation of the rule.
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Confirmation
1. Test this rule by uploading a document to the library. The "Approval Status" will be "Pending".
2. Check the Monitor Replicator page, under the Packages tab on the source. Select the map name
for the latest package; this will open a Replication Package Details window. Here you will see that
the event was skipped because of the rule.

3. Check the target, the item will not have replicated over.
4. Approve the document to set the Approval Status for this item to "Approved".
5. Check the Monitor Replicator page under the Packages tab and the target, the item will have
replicated over.
In this scenario you:

?Created a replication "Skip" rule to the Portal Map Family, specifying that items with an
Approval status "not equal to" Approved will not be replicated.
?Added a document with Approval Status "pending" to the source web application, which did
not replicate over to the target web application.
?Monitored the process of replication using the Replication Monitor page.
?Viewed the contents of the package on the Package Details page for the added document.
?Changed the Approval Status for the item to Approved, at which point the item successfully
replicated from source web application to target web application.
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7
Handling Conflicts
This scenario demonstrates the capability of Replicator to handle conflicts. The default conflict
setting for connections is to skip replication on inbound changes to list and library items, if the
modified time stamp on the inbound item is older than the modified time stamp of item on the
target.
1. In a web browser open your source web application.
2. In an adjacent window open your target web application.
3. Make sure that you have an identical Calendar event on both web applications. Open it on both
the source and target.
4. Modify the calendar event on the source by adding a "1" to the title, but do not save the change.
Modify the calendar event on the target by adding a "2". Do not save the changes.
5. Save the calendar event on the source and then quickly save the calendar event on the target.
This causes a conflict.

Confirmation
1. Go to the Monitor Replicator page under the Packages tab for the target, found on the
Application Management page. You can see that a conflict occurred where the status is
"warning" on the inbound package.
2. Select the map name to open package details, where you will see that there was a conflict.

3. The default conflict setting is set to automatically Skip. This means that the newer change is
automatically applied on the source, and the older package from the source is skipped with a
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status of "rejected", rather applying the newer version from the target on both. The result should
be that when you refresh your source web application, you will see a "2" at the end of the title.
In this scenario you:
· Modified an event on both the source and target, with different prefixes for the titles.
· Monitored the process of conflict handling.
· Viewed the package details for the package on the target source, using the Replication Package

Details page.
The expected result is that Replicator handles conflicts as specified, and that the Replicator conflict
management functions as specified in configuration. In this case that the conflict automatically Skips
by applying the newer change on the source.
For further detailed instructions and information about conflict handling see the "Monitor Conflicts"
section in the Replicator Reference Guide.
Also see the following Scenario User Guide article for further conflict handling details: Conflicts in
Replicator: Best Practices and Configuration.
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Replicating Workflows
This scenario demonstrates the capability of Replicator to replicate in-process workflows. You must
first ensure that capturing workflows is selected on your Map Family configuration settings. You will
then add a workflow, start it on an item, and complete the workflow.
1. Go the Manage Map Families in Central Administration for both your source and target web
applications. Select the Map family, and click View Maps.

2. Select the Map Family, this will take you to the Configure Replication Map Settings page. Here,
select All Events for workflows.

3. Click Ok.
4. In a web browser, open your source web application.
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5. Add an Approval workflow to a list or library.

6. Start the approval workflow on an item in the list or library.

7. Complete the workflow by approving the workflow task item.
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Confirmation
1. Check the progress of replication on the Monitor Replicator page under the Packages tab and
wait for the replication of the above actions to complete.

2. In a web browser, open your target web application.
3. Check that the Approval workflow created above is available on both the source and target list or
library.
4. Check to see that the approval workflow has run on the item on the target and the workflow
status for the item is "Approved".

In this Scenario you:

?Checked to see that the workflow task on the target was replicated and completed.
?Checked that the workflow was successfully added, and the addition was replicated from
source web application to target web application.
?Checked that the workflow was successfully started, and replicated from source web
application to target web application.
?Checked that the workflow was successfully completed by approving; approval was replicated

from source web application to target web application.
The expected result is that Replicator is able to replicate the starting of the approval workflow and is
able to replicate the approval of the item.
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Setting Up Multi-Farm Replication
This scenario demonstrates how to set up a multi-hop scenario where replication will occur between
three different web applications. The web applications will be called Corporate, London, and Hong
Kong.
1. Set up your environment as detailed in the Metalogix Replicator Installation Guide. Be sure you set
up bidirectional replication between two web applications. For this scenario we'll call these two
web applications London and Corporate.
2. Enable a web application; we will call this web application Hong Kong in this scenario. In order to
enable the web application for replication, go to the Configure Application page found in the
Metalogix Replicator section of the SharePoint Application Management page.

3. Go to the Manage Replication Groups page, found in Application Management for your Hong
Kong web application.
4. Select Add Group and title your group "Branch Offices Group" so that it matches the group that
London and Corporate are a part of. Click Ok.

5. Set up a connection connecting Hong Kong to London. Do this by selecting Manage Replication
Connections in Application Management.
6. Select Add Connection and title your group descriptively Hong Kong to London. Complete the
Target Web Application section using London's information and credentials. Disregard the Target
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Replication Passphrase for this section.

7. Test the connection.
8. Add Branch Offices Group to the selected replication groups and Click Ok.

9. On your London web application go to the Manage Replication Connection page, found in
Application Management. Create a connection from London to Hong Kong. The Target Web
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Application section should use Hong Kong's information and credentials.

10.Test the connection.
11.Add Branch Offices Group to the selected replication groups and Click Ok.

12.Verify that the "Portal Map Family" has replicated over to Hong Kong automatically by checking
in Manage Map Families, found in Application Management.

Confirmation
1. Verify that multi-hop replication works by opening your Corporate web application in a web
browser and uploading a word document.
2. Open your London and Hong Kong web applications in web browsers and check that the change
you applied to the Corporate document library has replicated over to the same library on London
and Hong Kong.
3. Check the Monitor Replicator page under the Packages tab for each of the web applications to
see that packages have been sent over.

4. Check out the document on the Hong Kong web application and watch the checkout status
replicate back to London and Corporate.
5. Check the Monitor Replicator page under the Packages tab for each of the web applications to
see that packages have been sent over.
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In this scenario you:
·
·
·
·
·

Enabled a third web application.
Created a connection for the third web application - both to and from.
Created a replication group.
Monitored the automatic replication of a map family.
Added and monitored the replication of a package between all three web applications.

The result of this test should be that you are able to replicate changes from Corporate to London to
Hong Kong and back from Hong Kong to London and Corporate.
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10
Viewing Replication Statistics
This scenario demonstrates the viewing of replication statistics for a web application.
1. In a web browser, open Central Administration for a web application, on which you have
performed changes after the installation of Replicator.
1. Click Application Management.
2. Click Metalogix Replicator
3. Click the History tab.

Confirmation
This page will provide you with an overview of your Replicator environment for the specified web
application. It will provide you with such information as the current number of packages being
transferred in replication, as well as the estimated time and percentage left until completion of
transfer.
For more information about this page, see the Metalogix Replicator Reference Guide.

In this scenario you:

? Monitored replication statistics through the Replicator Status page.
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11
Command Line Queuing
This scenario demonstrates the capability provided by Replicator to queue specific content from one
web application to another using a command-line or PowerShell command. This scenario requires
that you have a list or library on your source web application.
This command will queue the list or library including all list items.
1. Open a Command Prompt or PowerShell window.
2. Run the following PowerShell command.
3. Substitute all URLs, map family names, and list titles with ones that match your environment.
PowerShell
PS>Schedule-ReplicatorMap -URL "http://portalmapfamily/web site" -Type List
IncludeChildTypes Folder -Jobname Test

Confirmation
1. Open the Monitor Replicator page under the Packages tab for your source web application,
found in Central Administration under Application Management.
2. Confirm that the list you queued with your command is replicating. There may be more than one
package.

3. Open the relevant packages to make sure that all list and list item event have been queued.

4. Check to see that the list has updated on the target web application by opening the list in a web
browser.
For more information about the arguments for this command, please see the Replicator Command
Line Reference Guide.
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In this scenario you:

?Performed maintenance task using command-line or PowerShell command.
?Queued specific content, like a list.
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